Please join us for our OPEN HOUSE Sat. Sept. 22, 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

**BERNINA 125 YEARS IN THE MAKING**

**BERNINA 790 PLUS**
Anniversary Edition
The Finest Technology Combined with Innovation

- Exclusive 125th Anniversary Gift With Purchase
- Limited Supply
- Exquisite 125th Anniversary Faceplate
- Golden Adjustable Ruler Foot #72 included

**TAKE HOME THE GOLD**

Buy a B 790 PLUS Anniversary Edition and Bring Home $3,600 of Golden Goodies Free

- 125th Anniversary Suitcase System
- 125th Anniversary Accessory Bag
- Golden Adjustable Ruler Foot #72 in Commemorative Tin*
- Exclusive Golden Scissor Set with Rotary Cutter
- 125th Anniversary Quilt Kit featuring Amanda Murphy’s Jubilee Fabric Collection
- 125th Anniversary Rulerwork Ruler Set
- 125th Anniversary Golden Foot #1 in Commemorative Tin*
- 400+ Embroidery Designs on Anniversary Edition USB Stick
- Instant Savings Off Future Purchases

386 Woolwich St, Guelph Ontario N1H 8L2  Phone 519 822-9910  Fax 519 822-3145
Website www.trianglesewing.on.ca  E-mail stitches4u@trianglesewing.on.ca
Committed to Customer Service
SEW-A-LONG CLUB
Thursdays
September 13th, October 11th, November 8th, December 13th
January 10th, February 14th, March 14th, April 11th, May 9th & June 13th
5:30pm – 8:00pm
$7.00 per month

The Sew-along club meets the second Thursday of every month excluding July and August. To become a member, you simply must own a sewing machine! While we will always have a sew-along project in progress, we encourage members to bring sew-and-tell, new ideas, or any current project. It is a place to socialize with other sewing enthusiasts, share, learn, and teach! This club is designed to assist everyone who owns a sewing machine in becoming a more confident sewer. Problem solving, new products, designs, and web site information; these are just some of the things the club offers. More importantly it’s major support with a bit of socializing all rolled into one. To join this club, please email: krista@trianglesewing.on.ca and request to be added to our Sew-Along members list.

EMBROIDERY CLUB PLUS
Thursdays
September 27th, November 1st, 29th (4pm - 6pm),
March 28th, April 25th, May 23rd & June 27th
2:00pm – 4:00pm
$5.00 per month

The Embroidery Club typically meets the fourth Thursday of the month. All sewing machine brands are welcome to join our group. Our gatherings include demos, guest speakers and/or sew & tell. Although we feature machine embroidery, we share many different projects that are created using a sewing machine. Whether you are an experienced sewer/embroiderer or a newbie, we welcome everyone. Bring your projects – finished or not. Bring your questions, problems as well as your successes. The club is meant to help as well as inspire. You will love all the down to earth members in the group too! Come check it out! To join this club, please email: krista@trianglesewing.on.ca and request to be added to our Embroidery Club Plus members list.

BEGINNER SEWING CLUB FOR ADULTS
Wednesdays
Fall 2018 – September 26th, October 3rd, 10th, 24th, 31st,
November 7th, 14th, 21st, 28th & December 5th
Winter 2019 – January 9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th,
February 6th, 13th, 20th, 27th, March 6th & 20th
Spring 2019 – March 27th, April 3rd, 10th, 17th, 24th,
May 1st, 8th, 15th, 22nd & 29th
5:00 pm – 7:00 pm
10 Week Sessions: $199.00 + HST

If you would like to learn how to sew or maybe just get back into it and want some assistance, come and join us! Claire will assist, inspire and encourage you through the journey while you construct the pattern of your choice. Choose a pattern for yourself, a loved one, your home or maybe something for your little one. Learn the correct way to lay out your fabric, cutting techniques, basic construction and proper finishing methods. The club is paid in advance by session. NEW REGISTRATIONS ARE WELCOME AT ANYTIME providing space is available. Please be sure to come prepared with all your sewing supplies, sewing machine (if you have one), a project and all the requirements that the pattern calls for. Ask for a detailed list of supplies upon registering.

KIDS CAMP: THE BASICS OF SEWING JUST ABOUT ANYTHING

Come join the fun and learn to sew! Projects will involve some simple, but fundamental sewing techniques that can be used to sew many different items (tote bags, accessory cases, etc.)

Campers will learn a variety of basic and essential sewing skills:
• Machine threading
• Bobbin winding
• Reading and pinning a pattern
• Topstitching with/without decorative stitches
• Handling scissors, pins, seam rippers, tapes, measures, etc.

Ask for your pre-class instructions and supply list. Sewing machines are available to rent for the week.*

Christmas Camp 2018
Monday – Friday (excluding Tuesday January 1st)
December 31st – January 4th
10:00am – 1:00pm
$120.00 + HST

CLASS REGISTRATION POLICY
• All class fees are to be paid at the time of registration. This guarantees you a place in the class.
• Phone registrations are welcome. Please have your Visa or MasterCard handy. If you wish to send a cheque please include class details on a separate piece of paper.
• Cancellations must be made at least 7 DAYS PRIOR to the class date to receive a full refund. Any late cancellations will forfeit your registration fee.
• The minimum number of students varies with each class.
• When applicable the teacher will provide class notes.

• Triangle reserves the right to cancel 24 hours prior to any class if participation level is below minimum, weather does not permit or in case of emergency.
• Triangle will issue a full refund for any and all classes cancelled by TRIANGLE SEWING.
• Please bring your slippers or indoor shoes to prevent any injuries to your feet (pins may be lodged in the carpet).
• Please pick up a supply list at the time of registration.
• Purchase supplies prior to arriving for class and bring a lunch for full day classes.
• Please personalize all of your belongings. Triangle is not responsible for lost or stolen items.
• Classroom machines are available for use during class time upon request for a nominal fee.

PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOU HAVE THE APPROPRIATE MACHINE FOR THE REGISTERED CLASS. ASK ONE OF OUR TRAINED STAFF IF YOU ARE UNSURE.
QUILTING BASICS
Saturday November 24th
10:00 am – 4:00 pm
$60.00 + HST

Andrea Curtis

Andrea will take you through all the basic steps to complete your first 40” x 40” quilt. You will learn how to use a rotary cutter, chain-piecing, the perfect 1/4 seam and how to put your blocks together. This would make a great baby quilt, or add more blocks to make a lap quilt. Change the layout to have a table runner. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Andrea Curtis

MATINEE MACHINE QUILTING 101
Tuesday December 11th
10:00 am – 1:00 pm
$30.00 + HST

This class is the perfect workshop for beginners who are just getting started with machine quilting. Andrea will provide you with tips and tricks that will build confidence to tackle your machine quilted projects. Learn how to prepare your quilt “sandwich” for quilting, which thread to use, the importance of the correct needle, adjusting tension on your sewing machine and more. You will learn to machine quilt with a walking foot and free motion basic stitches to get you well on your way to successfully completing your machine quilting projects. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Andrea Curtis

FREE MOTION QUILTING: BEYOND THE BASICS AND GO WILD!
Saturday January 19th
10:00 am – 1:00 pm
$30.00 + HST

Are you ready to move beyond straight line quilting and stippling? Explore the wide range of machine quilting stitches available and add new favourites to your repertoire. This workshop is for those who want to take it up a notch and expand their machine quilting skills and explore other possibilities with the freedom free motion quilting provides. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Andrea Curtis

A COMPLETE INTRODUCTION TO GARMENT SEWING

Who doesn’t want to save money? Wouldn’t you love to have clothes that were made to fit YOU? This set of classes is for the most inexperienced garment sewer or anyone who needs some guidance or technique. Step into a whole new world and let Rouby assist you through each stage. Learn the most common alterations, how to take your own body measurements, determine the proper size(s), make adjustments to patterns for proper fitting, properly layout and cut the pattern and fabric, then construct the garment. Take one of these classes, take a couple or take them all, whatever suits you the best!

ALTERATIONS 101
Saturdays October 13th & December 1st OR
Mondays January 7th & 21st
2 full days: $120.00 + HST
10:00 am – 4:00 pm

A basic knowledge of sewing machine operation is required for this class. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Rouby Moore

SKIRTS LEVEL 1
Monday October 1st OR
Saturday January 26th
10:00 am – 4:00 pm
$60.00 + HST

A basic knowledge of sewing machine operation is required for this class. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Rouby Moore

BASIC PANTS
Monday November 19th OR
Saturday February 16th
10:00 am – 4:00 pm
$60.00 + HST

A basic knowledge of sewing machine operation is required for this class. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Rouby Moore

SKIRTS LEVEL 2
Monday November 5th OR
Saturday February 2nd
10:00 am – 4:00 pm
$60.00 + HST

A basic knowledge of sewing machine operation is required for this class. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Rouby Moore

BASIC DRESS
Mondays December 3rd & 17th
OR Saturday March 2nd & 9th
10:00 am – 4:00 pm
2 full days: $120.00 + HST

A basic knowledge of sewing machine operation is required for this class. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Rouby Moore

WORKING WITH KNITS
Friday, October 19th
9:30 am – 4:00 pm
$100.00 + HST + Kit fee: $20.00

Uncover great techniques for this knit know-how-to-workshop. Ron will cover tips on layout, marking, cutting, interfacing, thread and appropriate needle sizes and types. Followed by a hands-on segment on making samples on seam and hem finishes, stabilizing darts, necklines and shoulder seams; plus cool seam finishes for armholes and necklines, closures and more (all samples that you take home). Learn how to use a twin needle for decorative seams and hem along with techniques from ready-to-wear. Come learn how to sew the fabric of choice for most people...comfortable to wear, great for traveling, a great staple in your wardrobe. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Ron Collins

ULTIMATE FITTING RETREAT WITH RON COLLINS
Tuesday – Thursday, October 16th – 18th
Saturday, Monday & Tuesday, October 20th, 22nd & 23rd
10:00 am – 5:00 pm
$325.00 + HST

Ron Collins is a well-known international sewing expert: designer for Vogue Patterns, teacher, writer and co-host of Web TV’s Power Sewing. He is back for a limited engagement! Is fitting your nemesis? Bring your favourite patterns and muslins and let’s start fitting. Go home with your pattern, adjust the pattern, cut out the garment from scrap fabric or muslin, sew the fitting shell and then refine the fit and transfer your alterations to your pattern. Bring patterns for jackets, pants, tops, jeans, outerwear whatever you want and whatever fabric you want to make them in woven, stretch woven or knits. With Ron by your side you’ll be able to overcome those troublesome spots in fit. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Ron Collins

INTRODUCING Rouby Moore

As a child, I remember going to Kindergarten and proudly showing my teacher the beautiful new dress my mother had made it for me. I grew up with a fashion spirit that I inherited from my mother. At the age of 9 years old I sewed my first straight line and since then I began creating and sewing my own clothing. Wanting to go further; I enrolled in college for fashion design and graduated. That was when my teacher recommended that I should share my knowledge with the next generation. Soon after, I started teaching at academies and have done so for over 12 years. As a skilled dressmaker, I have enjoyed every challenge and I love seeing the smiles on the faces of my students and customers.
BEGINNER ZIPPERS
Wednesday October 10th OR Thursday January 24th
10:00 am – 1:00 pm $30.00 + HST

Does the thought of installing a zipper on a project scare you? Well, it’s time to tackle the fear! Zippers are easy, I’ll show you how in this beginner friendly class where we’ll be making a super handy zip pouch! This pouch, designed by Anna Graham and perfectly named the Open Wide Zip Pouch because of its ability to open right up to better see the inside contents, is what helped me master zippers. It’s fast, easy project and by the end you’ll feel silly for not trying zippers sooner! Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

Instructor: Nicole Calver

BEGINNER PILLOWCASE
Wednesday November 21st OR Thursday February 21st
10:00 am – 1:00 pm $30.00 + HST

Want to get more comfortable with your sewing machine? Or maybe it’s been a while since you’ve sewn and you want to get back into it? Well, how about getting better acquainted or reacquainted with your machine by sewing up a pretty pillowcase? Or maybe you have a larger piece of fabric that’s just too pretty to cut up into smaller bits? This is the perfect project for showcasing those hard to cut into fabrics. In our Beginner Pillowcase class we will show you how to properly and safely cut fabrics with a rotary cutter, as well as teaching you how to sew a French seam, ooh la la! And finish with a fully finished pillow case with matching trim and cuff! Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

Instructor: Nicole Calver

“LUNCH BOX QUILTS” DAY
Wednesday October 24th OR Saturday January 12th
10:00 am – 4:00 pm $60.00 + HST

A fabulous beginner in the hoop by embroidery project! Come join us for a fun filled day! Cats Meow, Everything Baby, Retro Campers, Ooh la la, Mixed Mutts and more, it’s your choice. Be creative and use any fabric for each appliqué. Use faux fur, chenille flannel, minkie or any wild batik. Learn how to use your embroidery machine and make an amazing quilt in the process! Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

Instructor: Joanne Alderson

NEW TO EMBROIDERY? TRY “LET IT SNOW” OR “SANTA BABY”!!!
By: HoopSisters
Wednesday September 26th
10:00 am – 4:00 pm $60.00 + HST

Learn how to use your embroidery machine while you create a beautiful Christmas stocking or tree skirt IN THE HOOP! “Let It Snow” is a Christmas Tree Skirt done the HoopSisters way! These quick to stitch blocks include a snowflake applique block, two blocks with a snowflake fill and a quick quilted block. The tree skirt is 55” in diameter, fully lined and quilted. Fill my stocking “Santa Baby”! This gorgeous stocking has a finished size is 18” x 12” when using an 8x8 sewing field and it only takes 5 Hoopings! If your embroidery field is smaller, have no fear, you can do it too! If you’re new and nervous, with this class and Joanne’s help, you will sail through the project and be quite comfortable with your machine by the end of the day.

Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Joanne Alderson

BEGINNER “IN THE HOOP” BY EMBROIDERY PROJECT
Thursday December 6th OR Friday March 22nd
2:30 pm – 5:30 pm $60.00 + HST (includes designs & materials)

Put your embroidery machine to work and create this wonderful little gift. From start to finish this project is completed using only the embroidery machine. It’s amazing what you can do with these innovative machines. Imagine the possibilities!! If you have recently purchased your machine or just don’t feel like you use it to its full potential, this class is perfect for you. Let Debbie show you a few tricks that she has learned along the way!!

Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Debbie O’Brien

JELLY ROLL RUG
Saturday November 3rd
10:00 am – 4:00 pm $60.00 + HST

Create the charm of a rug suitable for any room, with this clever technique. Start with 2 1/2” jelly roll strips (or cut your own) and add batting. This rug is machine washable. This project requires a machine that is able to stitch at least a 5 mm wide zig zag. Finished size of this quilt is 30” x 44”

Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Gloria Meyer
GERANIUM DRESS WORKSHOP
Saturday October 27th  10:00 am – 4:00 pm
$60.00 + HST

Learn the ins and outs of sewing this adorable and oh-so-versatile children’s dress! Made by Rae’s Geranium Dress is a perennial favourite for good reason - available in sizes from newborn all the way up to size 12, it features a fully-lined bodice, three sleeve options, two skirt variations, and pockets (!). This dress, with endless possibilities, is about to become your new favourite sewing project. You’ll learn the basics of garment sewing, including pattern marking, a variety of seam finishes, buttonholes, and everything you need for a polished finished product. This workshop requires you to purchase the Geranium Dress pdf pattern in advance ($10, online), which I can almost guarantee you’ll use over and over again! Confident Beginner. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Becky Swainson

"LONGARM LOOK" QUILTING IN THE HOOP BY EMBROIDERY
Come see the amazing projects of Joy Lefneski and her Janome 15,000!
Tuesday October 30th  11:00 am – 2:00 pm
$10.00 + HST

Joy has completed many quilts and many other smaller projects. She started sewing/quilting when she retired at the age of 57! Having started her adventure using only library books and scouring second hand stores for her fabrics, Joy mostly hand quilted for the first few years and completed several consignment jobs. She got her first computerized machine, the Janome 11,000, roughly 12 years ago at the age of 77 and there’s been no stopping her since! Joy enjoys life as a young 89 year old fabricaholic and wants to encourage others by sharing her story, enthusiasm, and passion. She sits at her Janome 15,000 most days and says there’s still so much she doesn’t know and wants to learn. She will bring some show and tell, but she wants you to know that she didn’t make them to brag and that she is not a perfectionist but she loves doing it. Joy is an inspiration to all of us. Call now to reserve your seat. Come and see what she has accomplished!

STITCHER’S GARDEN  BLOCK OF THE MONTH
Mondays October 15th, November 12th, December 10th, January 14th, February 11th, March 18th & April 1st
10:00 am – 4:00 pm
$420.00 + HST

Intermediate to advanced sewers, here is an opportunity to become the masters of your machines while at the same time making yourselves a stunning quilt that will make you the envy of all your friends. Through the seven days of the course you will learn: raw edge appliqué, reverse appliqué, edge stitching, circular stitching, cording, pintucking, piping and couching. But wait! There’s more! Bobbin work, yoyos, candlewicking, and free motion couching. Need I say more? Intermediate to advanced skill levels. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Valerie Patterson

CARGO DUFFLE BAG
Monday October 29th  10:00 am – 4:00 pm
$60.00 + HST

Make a great duffle bag that will work with so many fabric combinations. Two outside pockets with magnetic closures add to style and functionality. It’s just the perfect size for an overnight bag or a carry on. And look at what you will learn - straight line quilting, beautiful even edge stitching, a secret technique for installing zippers, making and applying your own bias binding, making sturdy handles without having to turn a tube, and installing magnetic fasteners. See you in class! Suitable for intermediate skill level. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Valerie Patterson

PAPER PIECING USING FREEZER PAPER
Monday November 26th  10:00 am – 4:00 pm
$60.00 + HST

Finally paper piecing has been simplified! There are many advantages to paper piecing – it is easy to be accurate, you can incorporate very small pieces of fabric, you don’t have to worry about accurate 1/4 inch seams, you can sew beautiful points. But there have been two huge problems with traditional paper piecing - the paper is stitched into the block and has to be removed later, often with tweezers and you have to make many copies of your paper pattern because each one can only be used once. Paper piecing with freezer paper offers you the opportunity to enjoy all the advantages while at the same time eliminating those two disadvantages. By the end of the day you will have mastered the steps in piecing with freezer paper and will have completed your own beautiful Iris wall hanging. And as a bonus you will learn how to make perfect piping to give your quilts an expert polished look. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.
Instructor: Valerie Patterson

SPECIAL BUNDLE OFFER
ON THE ALL NEW LUMINAIRE
Come & join us as we unveil the brand new Luminaire!
My name is Pat Gadsby. My husband and I moved to Guelph in June of 2017 to be closer to our family. I have been quilting for over 30 years. Many of my creations have been given away, some I’ve sold; many have been displayed in quilt guild shows. I presently belong to the Royal City Quilt Guild here in Guelph. The “Twister” is a fascinating tool and it is available in multiple sizes. Using squares of fabric, from 2 ½ inches to 10 inches. The number of items to be made is endless. Some examples are: placemats, table runners, wall hangings, baby quilts and so much more.

**TUFFETS**

**Wednesday November 14th**

10:00 am – 4:00 pm

$60.00 + HST

You've seen them...you like them...you know you want one! Why even Miss Muffet had one...now you can have one too! Join Claire and Mary for a wild and wonderful Wednesday to sew your very own Tuffet. Register soon and see how easy it is to make these funky, functional footstools. No pattern required. You simply use 2.5” strips (Batik works really well) and a Mini Patchwork Ruler. Come into Triangle Sewing to see the various samples and to pick up your supply list. Finishing Kits are available for purchase if needed. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

Instructor: Claire Hutton & Mary Davidson-Pilon

---

**TURNING OVER A NEW LEAF**

**Thursdays October 4th & November 1st**

10:00 am – 4:00 pm

$60.00 + HST

Foundation paper piecing enables amazing precision in your quilts. If you can count and sew on a line, you can master foundation paper piecing. Join Becky for a beginning adventure in this popular technique. You’ll even learn how to set a large, gentle curve! This is a 22” x 22” wall hanging or doll quilt. Paper piecing novices welcome! Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

Instructor: Becky Fiedler

---

**ASIAN-INSPIRED MINIATURE**

**Thursday November 15th**

10:00 am – 2:00 pm

$40.00 + HST

For this project, you will quilt individual blocks in the hoop of your embroidery machine. A special trimming tool lets you use the same quilt-as-you-go technique used in the larger HoopSisters projects. The class is the perfect introduction for anyone curious about how HoopSisters projects go together. Once you add a binding and a hanging sleeve, your Asian-inspired beauty will be ready to decorate your home or give as a gift. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

Instructor: Becky Fiedler

---

**EDGE TO EDGE QUILTING BY EMBROIDERY MACHINE**

**Thursday January 17th**

10:00 am – 5:00 pm

$40.00 + HST

Learn to quilt completed tops in your home embroidery machine using Amelie Scott’s Easy-Connect Quilting files and technique. The required book and CD comes with 10 quilting designs. If you prefer, you can choose a design from any of nine additional expansion packs. Bring a sandwiched quilt top or table runner (any sandwiching method will do) so you can begin quilting your own project in class. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

Instructor: Becky Fiedler

---

**Why BERNINA? Try BERNINA!**

**Special Event**

Wednesday November 28th

10:00 am - 1:00 pm - Embroidery

2:00 pm - 5:00 pm - Sewing/Quilting

Learn to quilt completed tops in your home embroidery machine using Amelie Scott’s Easy-Connect Quilting files and technique. The required book and CD comes with 10 quilting designs. If you prefer, you can choose a design from any of nine additional expansion packs. Bring a sandwiched quilt top or table runner (any sandwiching method will do) so you can begin quilting your own project in class. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

Instructor: Becky Fiedler

---

**Boho Bag**

Enjoy a fun workshop of sewing and embroidery using Swiss-designed BERNINA machines! You will construct The Boho Bag at this special event, and will receive instructions for beautiful bonus projects. Learn the new embroidery features now available on BERNINA 880 Plus, 700 Plus and 500 embroidery machines. Experience the BERNINA hook, jumbo bobbin, dual feed and other BERNINA innovations that make our machines so special.

10:00 am - 1:00 pm - Embroidery

**Bag of Tricks**

Learn to quilt completed tops in your home embroidery machine using Amelie Scott’s Easy-Connect Quilting files and technique. The required book and CD comes with 10 quilting designs. If you prefer, you can choose a design from any of nine additional expansion packs. Bring a sandwiched quilt top or table runner (any sandwiching method will do) so you can begin quilting your own project in class. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

Instructor: Becky Fiedler

---

**125 Years Celebrating Your Creativity**

Call now to reserve your seat.
LEARN TO USE YOUR MACHINE CLASSES WITH NANCY & KRISTA

**Remember to register prior to class date as space is limited.**  **Note to all:** If the machine you will be using for any of the following classes has been purchased at Triangle Sewing Centre there will be no fee as this is considered part of the free lessons given with your purchase. If you have purchased your machine elsewhere the charge can be found beside the class title. Remember to ask for your pre class instructions.

## SEWING MACHINES

$50 each class + HST  
(This class is free if you purchased from Triangle)  
This is a basic mechanical machine class. We will teach you what needles to use and when, how to spot improper bobbins, and what types of thread to use. You will learn how to clean, oil and prevent the most common operational errors. In this class you will learn how to make buttonholes, hem jeans, blind hems, mend and overcast. Learn how to use the stitches and where to apply them. We will answer any questions you may have, giving you enough confidence and knowledge to use your machine to its full potential. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

**Tuesday:**  
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm  
September 11th OR October 9th OR November 13th OR December 4th OR January 8th OR February 12th

## COMPUTERIZED SEWING

$70 each class + HST  
(This class is free if you purchased from Triangle)  
Get comfortable with your machine in this three part series of computerized sewing machine classes. We will teach you what needles to use and when, how to spot improper bobbins, and what types of thread to use. You will learn how to clean, oil and prevent the most common operational errors. In this three session class you will learn how to do buttonholes, hem jeans, blind hems, mend, overcast, quilt, use twin needles, combine decorative stitches and use your fonts. Learn how to use the stitches and where to apply them. We will answer any questions you may have, giving you enough confidence and knowledge to use your machine to its full potential. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

**Thursdays:**  
12:00 pm - 2:00 pm  
October 4th  
November 8th  
January 10th  
October 5th  
November 9th  
January 11th  
Class 1  
Class 2  
Class 3

## COVER HEM MACHINES

$70 each class + HST  
(This class is free if you purchased from Triangle)  
If you have a cover hem machine and would like to learn how to use it properly, see all the tips, tricks and complimentary accessories for it then these classes are suitable for you. We will teach you how to thread it, demonstrate a variety of hem guides and some other valuable items not to mention a ton of knowledge. Let us help you really put this machine to work!! Remember to ask for your supply list.

**Thursday, December 13th**  
Accessory Demo 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm  
Hand-on class 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm

## SIMPLE TRANSFER

$70 each class + HST  
(This class is free if you purchased from Triangle)  
Have you just purchased an Embroidery machine? Are you wondering how to get all those fabulous designs that are available online or by CD transferred to your embroidery machine? Well, depending on the model you own, there can be a variety of ways that this can be achieved. Let us open the door to a world of wonderful design options! Please bring a USB stick, pen and paper  
**Fridays:** 2:30 pm - 4:30 pm  
November 10th, OR February 15th

## SEWING MACHINE ACCESSORIES

$50 + HST  
(This class is free if you purchased from Triangle)  
Explore the possibilities in this two hour lecture. Learn about quilting attachments, the ruffler, invisible zipper feet and much much more. We will discuss the variety of applications and use for these wonderful gadgets. We’ll share our tips and tricks with you so be sure to bring a pen and paper.  
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm  
Wednesdays September 12th OR October 31st OR December 12th OR February 27th

## SOFTWARE CLASSES

### JANOME DIGITIZER SOFTWARE

$70 each class + HST  
(This class is free if you purchased from Triangle)  
Learn to use your software to its full potential! Each of these classes will focus on specific areas of the program. You can be assured you will have a thorough understanding of all the tools necessary for downloading, manipulating, and creating original designs and lettering. Let your imagination run wild! Students should attend all 4 classes. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

**Wednesdays:**  
10:00 am - 12:00 pm  
October 3rd, 24th, November 14th & January 9th  
***Note to all***: the dates and times are flexible, please call or email if this time does not work for you!

### BERNINA ARTISTA SOFTWARE

$70 each class + HST  
(This class is free if you purchased from Triangle)  
Learn to digitize like a pro! In this 4 part series of classes you will be guided through Artista from beginning to end. We are confident that you will not only know and understand the software you will eventually master it! Downloading, manipulating, and creating original designs; we will do it all. Students should attend all 4 classes. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

**Wednesdays:**  
10:00 am - 12:00 pm  
October 10th, 31st, November 21st & January 16th  
***Note to all***: the dates and times are flexible, please call or email if this time does not work for you!

### BROTHER PE-DESIGN SOFTWARE

$70 each class + HST  
(This class is free if you purchased from Triangle)  
Learn to use PeDesign to its full potential! Each of these classes will focus on specific areas of the program. You can be assured you will have a thorough understanding of all the tools necessary for downloading, manipulating, and creating original designs and lettering. Let your imagination run wild! Students should attend all 4 classes. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

**Thursdays:**  
10:00 am - 12:00 pm  
October 25th, November 15th, January 17th & February 14th  
***Note to all***: the dates and times are flexible, please call or email if this time does not work for you!

## SERGERS

$50 each class + HST  
(This class is free if you purchased from Triangle)  
This is a 2 part class. Familiarize yourself! Become friends with your serger! Learn to thread and serge with ease, tension, curves, corners, backstitching, picot edges, wrapped overlock & rolled hems. The serger will become your best friend. We will answer any questions you may have, giving you enough confidence and knowledge to use your machine to its full potential. Remember to ask for your supply list and pre-class instructions.

**Tuesdays:** 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm  
Class 1  
September 18th  
October 26th  
January 18th  
Class 2  
October 30th  
November 16th  
February 15th  
Class 3  
November 29th  
December 6th (Thurs.)  
March 22nd  
Class 4  
December 18th  
February 19th

## SERGER ACCESSORIES DEMO

$50 + HST  
(This class is free if you purchased from Triangle)  
Have you wondered about the special attachments and threads that are available for your serger? Let us show you what they are and how they work. We’ll test out the blind hem foot, gathering foot, piping foot, and more. You will be pleasantly surprised to find out everything your serger is capable of and how well they work!  
Bring a pen and paper.  
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm  
Tuesdays September 25th OR November 27th OR January 29th OR March 26th
Free Arm, Seam Tightening System, 1, 2, or 3 needle (chain, cover, and triple cover stitch), Quick reference sticker for stitch selection, Speeds up to 1,000 SPM

Great portable features for the beginner; Solid full metal frame construction, 12 Stitches, 4-Step Buttonhole, Front loading bobbin, Accessory compartment, Flip-up carry handle, Lightweight 12.5 lbs.

CoverPro 1000 CPX
Free Arm, Seam Tightening System, 1, 2, or 3 needle (chain, cover, and triple cover stitch), Quick reference sticker for stitch selection, Speeds up to 1,000 SPM

Always something New to explore.

Horizon Quilt Maker MC15000 510 Stitches • 480 Embroidery Designs
Sew, quilt and embroider with excitement and ease. Plentiful stitches and designs, 11” of sewing space, AcuFeed™ fabric feeding, auto presser foot lift, auto needle threading, thread trim and more.

IN SAVINGS Gift WITH PURCHASE
Buy the MC15000 V3 and get the Artistic Digitizer FREE $1499 Value
Save an additional

COMPLETE YOUR MAKER SPACE
Start Sewing Today

STEP UP TO BOUNDLESS HIGH DAY LECTURE/Demo
Meet the Quilt Maker Pro
Love quilting! Want to save time, do more or try something unexpectedly exciting? Long Arm quilting is becoming a mainstay in sewing rooms across the country, and Janome offers just the machine to ease you into this new world of possibility. Elegant, yet powerful, the QMP enables you to take on the most daunting of quilting projects, while giving you the freedom to create like never before. Learn all about the boundless possibilities that this machine can bring to your maker space.
Friday December 7th, 3:00 pm - 6:00 pm $20.00 +HST

FEARLESS SEWING FOR THE SLIGHTLY TERRIFIED HALF DAY - HANDS-ON
This is an ideal opportunity to try out new machine features and sewing techniques in a relaxed, fun environment. No stress to get a complex project finished. Take your time as you circulate the room sewing making a fun workbook record of your journey. Try a range of machines, sergers and techniques. Learn good sewing information to use on your next project. Dealer is required to have at least 6 machines available for customers to work on. preferably the Professional series: MC15000; MC9400; 1600P; MC6700P; AT2000D serger
Saturday December 8th, 10:00 pm- 1:00 pm $20.00 +HST

SEW HAPPY HALF DAY - HANDS-ON
Have you heard about the exclusive suite of Janome Apps? Come spend time using the state-of-the-art features and Janome’s MC15000 Quilt Maker and Skyline S9 machines. Sewing and Embroidery has never been more fun... and easy! Each attendee will have the opportunity to have hands on time with both the machine and the iPad while making a really cute little project.
Saturday December 8th, 1:30 pm - 4:30 pm $20.00 +HST